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Are you mad yet? Congressional contact info on our website! 

pitching hard ball in a game in which each hitter is aiming a line-

drive at his head. So far he is striking out their best batters as 

they step into the box to raise a bat. It’s called a “quick pitch.” 

Down and dirty and gets the job done! Trump is obviously used 

to winning and I like a winner.  

So far we’ve been forced to be second rate with second rate 

politicians. Don’t you think we should strive to win the game? I 

hope he goes the distance; we need a strong leader who will do 

his job and secure this nation and it’s Constitution once and for 

all—and for the rest of time! 

Time for the Reb to ride. We took ref-

uge in an arroyo yesterday. The skies 

clouded up and the winds picked up, 

hail began to fall like nobody’s business. 

After it was over, we climbed a small hill 

to see something few have seen… the  

mile wide path of a monster that just 

missed us! It spared nothing in it’s path. 

Welcome to the plains! 

See you on the bridge! 

P.S. From the looks of things, Syria 

seems doomed. How long do you think 

it will take the King to abdicate and head for gay Pari? Not to 

mention, Putin is retaking the Crimea. I don’t know about you, 

but it sounds as if a World War is going on! Or is just starting to 

gain momentum!  

P.S.P.S. I’ve mentioned this before, but heard it recently again. 

That is the possibility Michelle might get into the Presidential 

race. That would just about round out the selection the 

Democraps have lined up. After all, as a disbarred criminal, hav-

ing committed insurance fraud in her first year of practice, she 

fits right in! 

Well! Why the Republicans call themselves “Republicans” is 

beyond this old Reb. They have been bought lock, stock and 

soul by the Democrap party. By voting to pass Obama-pie’s 

rotten deal for nukes, the Republicans have joined the ranks of 

the insane!! Boehner, Graham, McConnell… all feeding on our 

money and selling us out to the highest bidding criminal they 

can find! Every one of these so-called leaders have been, and 

currently are engaged in treasonable acts against our Constitu-

tion and flag.  And they want us to elect them back into office 

and—low and behold—the simple minded and the ignorant do 

it! Incredible!  

Let’s look at the Democrap field of can-

dy-dates! Bernie Sanders, a professed 

Communist@ Joe “bite my ass” Biden 

comes complete with his foot already 

stuck firmly in his mouth! And, of 

course, sweet little Hillary dillary dock. 

Scandals, including murder, espionage, 

treason, a predatory pervert for a hus-

band (who brings us dishonor and 

makes us a laughing stock everywhere 

he goes), who’s entourage includes Al 

Gore, the matron rapist and a billionaire 

pedophile. What an honorable group to reinvade our most 

sanctified office.  

They say Nero fiddled. Well, these people have a whole stinkin’ 

band, complete with light show!  Because of traitors and the 

back-stabbing of the American people, the Iranians have ac-

quired brand new fighters, on which to place their brand new 

nuclear weapons. Doesn’t this all make you feel safer now? 

I’ve heard it said Trump is a Democrap who has flip flopped over 

to the Republican side to get elected. Well, he is giving better 

than he’s been hit with, when it comes to the Democraps. He is 

“When a long train of abuses and 
usurpations,  pursuing invariably the same 

object,  evinces a design to 
reduce [the people] under absolute des-

potism, it is their right, it is 
their duty, to throw off such government, 

and to provide new guards for 
their future security." 

Thomas Jefferson 
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